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THE GROWTH OF CFS

TECHNOLOGY

COVID-19 changed the workplace dramatically and  
businesses had to pivot with little to no notice – CFS 

Technology was prepared though. Pre-pandemic, we had 
implemented time-saving and remote-friendly processes that 

enhanced our ability to source and provide quali�ed candidates 
to clients on a national scale. Our staff’s skills and expertise 
were a fundamental resource to new clients, along with those 

we were already serving in our accounting and �nance division. 

CFS Technology works collaboratively with of�ces across 
the nation to uniquely solve problems that arise in speci�c 
markets. For example, if a client needs a Remote Systems 

Administrator and the local candidate market is not meeting 
expectations, CFS Technology would search and source 
candidates on a national scale. We leverage our national 

network to identify candidates that not only �t your needs but 
exceed your expectations.

Our technology division saw tremendous growth during the 
pandemic. As client demand for IT candidates increased, we 

expanded our IT team. CFS Technology, which started with one 
person (Bart Bauer, Regional Director), now consists of 23 (and 

counting) IT recruiters nationally. If your company can bene�t 
from our search and placement services, contact us today. 

"Years before the pandemic changed the 
way our clients do work, CFS was evolving 
behind the scenes when we started our 
�rst IT of�ce in South Bend, IN.   Since 
then, CFS Technology has expanded the 
IT staf�ng division nationally, from coast 
to coast, to meet the needs of our clients. 
Whether they are seeking onsite, hybrid, 
or remote technical talent, we are here to 
help.   Our dedicated team includes some 
of the brightest in the industry and 
leverages CFS’ 25+ year track record of 
providing hiring solutions."

 - Bart Bauer
Regional Director

"The past three years alone have been 
instrumental in the direction of CFS 
Technology.   We now have of�ces 
covering the nation in each region, 
allowing us to be more effective in our 
selection and matching processes.  We 
have an incredibly strong core, 
opportunities for professional 
development, and the strategic vision to 
continue down our path to achieving 
greatness." 

-Jack Sieburg
Managing Division Director
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